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Our marketing revenue engine boosts SEO & PPC profits
SEO marketing suite, PPC analyzer, Historic data, Competitive analysis, Backlink outreach, Unlimited keyword & domain projects, Custom reporting.
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SEO

Take the guesswork out of SEO, by getting instant access to backlink strategies, ranking history, and top pages. Stay up to date with keyword tracking and custom reports.
	Competitor analysis
	Backlinks builder
	Keyword research

	Rank tracking
	SERP analysis
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PPC

Uncover your Google Ads competitorsâ€™ keywords and ads with our suite of PPC tools. Get buy recommendations, as well as negative match suggestionsâ€¦ for any domain.
	Google Ads Advisor
	Ad history
	Compare domains

	Google Ads templates
	Competitor analysis









   


Competitive Intel

Everything youâ€™ve wanted to see about your competitors is at your fingertips. Ranks, ads, keywords, backlinksâ€¦ everything a domain has done for the last 14 years, in an easy-to-use platform.
	Traffic analysis
	Compare domains
	Uncover top SEO & PPC strategies
	Identify new market players









  


Projects

Create unlimited projects to organize keywords and keyword groups. Setup alerts to stay up to date on changes.
	Keyword grouping
	Backlinks outreach
	Integrates seamlessly with other SpyFu tools
	Research, organize and maintain, all in one place









  


Reports

Impress clients and gain insight with SEO Recon reports and Google Ads Advisor, highlighting missed opportunities and tracking progress at the same.
	SEO & PPC
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	Scheduled reports









      



An amazing tool to dominate your competition. There are so many awesome features that have given us an advantage over our competition.

Kathleen J
Founder/CEO






Membership starts at just $33/month.
Unlimited data and downloads.
Every plan includes unlimited searches and downloads.
30-day, no questions-asked, money back guarantee. No contracts. Zero hoops.
try spyfu today, risk free
Ranking data is Live
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Indexing over 73 billion results
across 123 million domains
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